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from the blood bath. The criminal waste of life and health
that is now* going on will not be the last, if India does not
play her natural part by showing that human dignity is
best preserved not by developing the capacity to deal
destruction but by refusing to retaliate. I have no manner
of doubt that, if it is possible to train millions in the black
art of violence which is the law of the beast, it is more
possible to train them in the white art of non-violence which
is the law of regenerate man. Anyway, if the Gommander-
in-Chief will look beyond the Defence Forces, he will
discover that the real India is not military but peace-
loving.
Nor do I contemplate without uneasiness the prospect
of Indian soldiers, trained after the modern, manner, taking
the motor spirit to their homes. Speed is not the end of life.
Man sees more and lives more truly by walking to his duty.
On the train to Simla, 25-9-'39
nr 30-9-1939
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CONUNDRUMS
Thus a'ks a v;2U-know:i Congressman:
ul.    What is your personal attitude towards this war con-
sistent with non-violence ?
 2.	Is it the same as, or different from, your attitude during
the last war?
 3.	How could you with your non-violence actively associate
Mriih and help the Congress whose policy is based on violence in
the present crisis?
4-   What is your concrete plan based on non-violer.ce to
oppose or prevent this war?"
These questions conclude a long friendly complaint
about nay seeming inconsistencies or iny inscrutability.
Both arc old complaints, perfectly justified from the stand-
point of the complainants, wholly unjustified from my
own. Therefore my complainants and I must agree to differ.
Only this let me jay. At the time of writing I never think

